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August 19, 1990, marked Leonard Bernstein’s final concert at Tanglewood. The legendary maestro
managed to get through most of it, gasping from the emphysema that would become fatal
pneumonia only a few weeks later. But after the “Four Sea Interludes” from Britten’s Peter Grimes,
he was unable to continue with his own Arias and Barcarolles. So he handed the baton to the
Boston Symphony’s assistant conductor—Carl St.Clair.

It was one of two milestones for the young conductor that year, the other being his appointment as
music director of the then-12-year-old Pacific Symphony of California. He hasn’t left the post since.

The Texas-born conductor is about to take the full orchestra on tour to China, but first he brought it
to New York on Saturday night for its Carnegie Hall debut. On the program was the local premiere
of an oratorio by his old friend and Carnegie Composer Chair, Philip Glass, on hand in suit and tie
to take a proper bow before a cheering audience (including a number of Californians).

Like other minimalist composers who became prominent in the 1970s, Glass, now 81, has been
strongly influenced by the music and philosophy of India.  This final program of his Carnegie
residency opened with an excerpt of a collaboration (coincidentally in 1990) with sitar player and
composer Ravi Shankar. It was followed by Shankar’s Sitar Concerto No. 3, performed by his
daughter Anoushka, who first introduced it in 2009 with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra.

Glass’s hour-long oratorio, with the capable 100-voice Pacific Chorale and soloists (listed as 45
minutes, so maybe it just seemed longer) is titled The Passion of Ramakrishna, and traces the
end-of-life agonies and ecstasy of a 19th-century Indian spiritual leader. Co-commissioned with the
Nashville Symphony, the piece was premiered by the Pacific Symphony and Chorale under
St.Clair in 2006.

The concert began with “Meetings Along the Edge,” the fifth movement of Passages, a six-
movement chamber piece by Glass and Shankar populated with  Glass’s signature keyboards and
visceral rhythms. It calls for four percussionists, who like the bass fiddle players, nodded as they
grooved on the visceral rhythms. Its typically simple repetitive melodies, easy to follow, rarely
skipped more than a step.

Anoushka Shankar performs her father's Sitar Concerto with the Pacific Symphony and Carl St. Clair
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For the Shankar concerto, Anoushka, barefoot, sat on a low covered platform, with her amplified
instrument in her lap. Her father’s piece starts with long melodic lines in a minor key, followed by a
slow section led by the English horn. The ornamented sitar line, when it comes, has a couple of
modal melodies that sound like the famous Middle Eastern tune Miserlou.

The orchestra did not overbalance the soloist, who played either alone or over strings’ pizzicato.
The twang of languid cadenzas evoked images of colorful Indian dancers with flexed feet and
precisely positioned fingers. Musical aspects suggested that Glass is a more appealing composer
than Shankar was. This concerto is novel, but has little to offer in the way of harmonic charm.

Glass’s full-scale The Passion of Ramakrishna, whose libretto is based on the 500-page Gospel of
Ramakrishna, is a very different piece, but has similar shortcomings. The chorus articulated as
clearly as possible, and there was no counterpoint to muddy the words, but the kind of rich
harmonic sequences—of Satyagraha, perhaps—for which Glass is known were saved for the
orchestra.

Glass is a believer in plot, and the oratorio has much of that, as the revered guru’s life ends.
Although there were soloists (notably the reliable Christopheren Nomura, who sang the premiere),
the role of Sri Ramakrishna, as well as the plot narration, were performed by the chorus.
Fortunately, there were projected titles.

The arc of the piece is a meditation on life and death, eulogizing a peaceful, silent, venerated
Buddhist wise man. Lines range from poetic: “I am like a cast-off leaf before a storm,” to matter-of-
fact: “After midnight he revived and ate a bowl of porridge.” There was less pounding and rumbling
than Glass’s music often has, but the piece was also short on musical thrills. Thrills aren’t
essential, but Glass has created so many for so long that perhaps expectations were already in
place.
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